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it's Tuesday ladies gentlemen welcome to                                        
a theologian I'm delighted that you have                                        
joined us today a from Taos New Mexico                                          
to around the nation and around the                                             
world across the nation and around the                                          
world I'm glad you joined us biblical                                           
theological worldview questions let's                                           
take him today yesterday Steven asked a                                         
question I missed it and that is how do                                         
you define soul just your thoughts and                                          
opinion                                                                         
I'm glad you added that last part                                               
thoughts and opinion because I can't be                                         
wrong on that if I just give my thoughts                                        
an opinion but let's talk about the the                                         
soul here for a moment the body the soul                                        
and the spirit you know I'm going to                                            
define them this way the soul is the                                            
eternal aspect of our being when we talk                                        
about living forever we're talking about                                        
or the capacity for living forever we're                                        
talking about the soul this is the one                                          
thing that we have different from the                                           
animal world that the animal world has a                                        
body and a spirit but it does not have a                                        
soul so when it dies it ceases to exist                                         
but the human has a living soul and that                                        
soul given to us is the aspect that                                             
lives forever                                                                   
now what's the difference between the                                           
soul and the spirit once again you've                                           
asked my opinion and I'm going to give                                          
you this and then I'm going to tell you                                         
why I think that really you can't do                                            
anything beyond opinion the Spirit is                                           
the mental aspect of an individual it's                                         
the thinking aspect of an individual                                            
it's the cultural aspect of an                                                  
individual it is the experiential aspect                                        
of an individual the soul is the                                                
personal aspect of an individual excuse                                         
me the spirit is a personal aspect so a                                         
person might come along and we might say                                        
you know let's say maybe                                                        
maybe a pastor I've trained or something                                        
that goes out and he kind of because of                                         
his experience with me he might talk                                            
like me he might think like me                                                  
he might reason like me because he's                                            
been trained by me and someone might say                                        
boy you really have Randy White's spirit                                        
well that's talking about you think you                                         
have the mental the mental exercises                                            
that you have gone through caused you to                                        
think and act or the experience that is                                         
yours or the Randy white caused you to                                          
have the the spirit of Randy white of                                           



course if you're in the United States we                                        
think of the the spirit of 76 right and                                         
there's someone who comes along as an                                           
independent patriot there's seven of                                            
them left they come with the spirit of                                          
76 and that's that we have that aspect                                          
of our being so once again that's the                                           
experiential part of who we are and then                                        
of course there's a physical part of who                                        
we are the body of who we are this you                                          
know bald-headed body nobody else has                                           
the physical body they can pick up parts                                        
of the spirit but they don't have the                                           
whole spirit and you and I have a spirit                                        
of questioning the assumptions you and I                                        
have a spirit of loving the Lord and His                                        
Word and wanting to read it rightly                                             
divide it and read it or you know                                               
verbally inspired verbal plenary                                                
inspiration that's the same spirit that                                         
we've got and so we don't have the same                                         
body we might have partially the same                                           
spirit though none of us completely have                                        
the same spirit and none of us have the                                         
same soul other than we do have an                                              
eternal soul from the point at which we                                         
are conceived the soul does not precede                                         
us but it is created with us and goes on                                        
forever now in psychology and theology                                          
there is a discussion on whether or not                                         
there is a a trichotomy of the human or                                         
a dichotomy of the human a trichotomy                                           
would                                                                           
teach there is as I have done this                                              
morning body soul and spirit a dichotomy                                        
would say wait soul and spirit are                                              
really the same thing body is different                                         
so there's a trichotomy the body and the                                        
soul spirit now why this debate well the                                        
reason is that in the debate you have                                           
discussion about the soul and you have                                          
discussion about the spirit clearly                                             
define these and they appear to be even                                         
used almost interchangeably so those who                                        
argue for a dichotomy would argue that                                          
soul and spirit are the same things two                                         
different words used interchangeably                                            
perhaps a little aspect of this but                                             
they're basically used interchangeably                                          
and then there is the body now the fact                                         
that there is a debate between dichotomy                                        
or trichotomy gives us a very clear                                             
indication that in the end it's going to                                        
come down to opinion because there's no                                         
there's no definition in the Bible if                                           
there was a definition in the Bible                                             
clearly this would be an easy thing we                                          
wouldn't be discussing it I would show                                          
you a chapter and a verse and we would                                          
be done with it                                                                 
now I happen to in a sense the through                                          
everything I've talked about you might                                          



say well he believes in a trichotomy                                            
because there's a difference in the soul                                        
there's a difference in the spirit                                              
there's a difference in the body                                                
actually if you if you hold my feet to                                          
the fire I am going to reject the idea                                          
of a trichotomy and a dichotomy I am                                            
going to say I believe that you and I                                           
are a unified whole so what do I mean by                                        
this I mean that you can't separate body                                        
soul and spirit and have it be me still                                         
even to be absent from the body my                                              
spirit or my soul which one is it is it                                         
continues on but that's not really me                                           
without the body so the body has its                                            
purpose it's going to be resurrected                                            
and the spirit soul whatever they are                                           
are going to be reunited                                                        
I am a unified whole my body goes with                                          
me wherever I go and so does my soul and                                        
my spirit I'm not sure that you can                                             
divide these things out and so when it                                          
comes then to this discussion of spirit                                         
soul body can you really divide that out                                        
and make any kind of an analysis or an                                          
application to the person to say well                                           
you know what your the problem is your                                          
spirit or the problem is your soul or                                           
the problem is your body the problem is                                         
you actually the and or the or the                                              
blessing is you whichever it may be that                                        
we really are just this one person so I                                         
think in terms of counseling whether                                            
it's pastoral counseling or therapy and                                         
psychology and psychiatry and all those                                         
kind of things that honestly get away                                           
from Scripture way too quickly I think                                          
Stephen would agree with me I think that                                        
does it does it help to separate body                                           
soul and spirit                                                                 
I think it's an academic exercise I                                             
don't think it helps any I think that in                                        
the end you if I've got a problem you                                           
just got to deal with me that is the                                            
whole part of me body soul and spirit I                                         
appreciate your question Stephen in                                             
North Carolina                                                                  
question that actually came in yesterday                                        
hey did you notice I got a new mug I've                                         
been talking about you don't need a                                             
reason to live you need an African                                              
violet so I just got a mug that says you                                        
don't need a reason to live you need an                                         
African violet can you see that there I                                         
don't know if you can see that there or                                         
not but we are going to make those                                              
available to you as a matter of fact in                                         
fact it'll probably be later today on                                           
the website but it's going up very soon                                         
and let me reach down here you will be                                          
able to choose three there we go we got                                         
three mugs                                                                      



and we they are $24 I think or something                                        
like that for two mugs and on the                                               
website later today you'll be able to                                           
choose                                                                          
any two you can get two of this one or                                          
this one in this one or these two or                                            
whatever you want by the way if you want                                        
to ever be able to use the illustration                                         
that I so often use which is things that                                        
are similar are not the same then you                                           
got to get the Randy white and the                                              
dispensational publishing mug but maybe                                         
you already have those and you want to                                          
get you a couple African violet mugs to                                         
remind somebody they don't need a reason                                        
to live they need an African violet                                             
you'll be able to get those on the                                              
website hey well I'm talking websites                                           
before I get to the next question this                                          
is a bargain you never get books at 50%                                         
off brand-new hot from the presses the                                          
life story of CI Scofield it's available                                        
now at dispensational publishing dot-com                                        
and you can use the coupon code                                                 
Wednesday let me give you a hint if                                             
you're gonna buy mugs wait until that                                           
goes on because if you get mugs and this                                        
then you pay no shipping because that                                           
would put you over the free shipping                                            
mark and so if you're gonna buy more                                            
stuff you just wait just a minute right                                         
or go ahead and buy you know lots of                                            
books and things like that and all that                                         
will be good by the way let me just say                                         
if you ever buy a book and next week we                                         
put it on sale well just remind us we                                           
try to watch those things but remind us                                         
and we'll give you the money back yeah                                          
and we want to be good to you okay let's                                        
go back into our questions on this                                              
Tuesday I'm asked the theologian and our                                        
question comes yesterday from Gary and I                                        
put off the question until today and the                                        
question relates to Luke chapter 24                                             
verse 18 which speaks of Cleopas the                                            
question is is Cleopas in Luke 24 18 the                                        
same as Cephas in John 19 25 and those                                          
names by the way are going to vary just                                         
a little bit depending upon the                                                 
translations you use because they're all                                        
transliterations and so they can be                                             
transliterated just slightly different                                          
so your spelling may be different but                                           
let's look at these passages of                                                 
scripture first of all John chapter                                             
excuse me Luke chapter 24 and verse 18                                          
and when we look at that then it says                                           
that one of them whose name was Cleo                                            
pests I want you to look at it here both                                        
in English and the King James                                                   
Cleopas let's come over here to the                                             
Greek and to make that a little bigger                                          



for you and here you see Cleo puss right                                        
there now with that let's check out John                                        
chapter 19 verse 25 now there stood by                                          
the cross Jesus his mother stood by the                                         
cross of Jesus his mother and his                                               
mother's sister Mary the wife of                                                
Cleophas Cleophas and Mary Magdalene now                                        
when we look at it here in the Greek its                                        
Copa clopin okay so as you can see from                                         
that                                                                            
clopin Clos pass are they the same                                              
person Hopa Hopa which ends up in the                                           
king james keihl bus and kill fuss did I                                        
get that right                                                                  
yes eel fuss will pass I'll get it right                                        
okay I don't know maybe they're the same                                        
person                                                                          
if they are the same person then Gary                                           
goes on to say what's exactly right that                                        
if if they're the same first of all is                                          
it the same name there is a little bit                                          
different spelling of names but I don't                                         
think that that is definitive about                                             
anything because we see that a number of                                        
places in scripture where we know                                               
they're the same person                                                         
timofei as' and timothy same guy                                                
different spelling of the name that's                                           
not unusual in the Greek scriptures                                             
or in the King James English shows as a                                         
matter of fact to spell some things some                                        
different ways                                                                  
as you see in Bryan Ross's book the King                                        
James Version in America but if if it's                                         
the same name and the same person so you                                        
got two ifs there if it's the same name                                         
and then it's the same person then the                                          
the the disciple on the road to emmaus                                          
whose name was Cleopas would be the                                             
husband of the woman who is at the cross                                        
the husband of Cleophus so they would be                                        
husband and wife that is his wife was                                           
actually at the cross he was walking on                                         
the road to emmaus then the on that                                             
Sunday and today I have you are you the                                         
last one that has heard nobody's you                                            
don't know about this now from that you                                         
might say well if they knew each other                                          
that well then they would have                                                  
recognized Jesus but I don't think you                                          
could build that argument because even                                          
Mary at the garden didn't recognize                                             
Jesus and that scripture about the road                                         
to Emmaus says that Jesus had hidden his                                        
identity if if you will so maybe they                                           
are the same person and maybe there is a                                        
husband and wife here now Bullinger                                             
doesn't agree with this Bullinger if you                                        
look on the left side of your screen and                                        
Luke 24 18 he has a note about Cleophus                                         
he says it is Aramaic an abbreviation of                                        
Cleopatra's not the same Clopas of John                                         



19 25 now he does not have a note on                                            
John 19 25 so he kind of just expects us                                        
to take his word for it that it's not                                           
the same but I'm Way too much of a                                              
skeptic even for Bullinger I want to say                                        
show me some evidence that it's not the                                         
same his assumption is it's not the same                                        
he might have a boatload of evidence                                            
maybe he's written it somewhere else and                                        
I haven't read it or maybe he just you                                          
know had it in his mind                                                         
and he didn't write it not quite enough                                         
for me so I think in the end we're going                                        
to have to leave that one as maybe it's                                         
the same person maybe it's not if it is                                         
the same person they probably then are a                                        
husband and wife which I suppose                                                
wouldn't be unusual to to find husband                                          
and wife both followers of the Lord both                                        
very much they're in that inner circle                                          
and come into them now the one thing                                            
that perhaps you would say about the                                            
road to Emmaus and the two disciples                                            
there is it appears to be somewhat of a                                         
random occurrence                                                               
you could argue against you know a                                              
random nature of anything in that whole                                         
scenario there but doesn't appear to be                                         
that you know he walked with him because                                        
they were longtime followers but there                                          
were certainly followers so I don't                                             
think you have much of an argument there                                        
one way or another but interesting                                              
question to look at men well in San                                             
Antonio says Galatians 2:19 says we are                                         
dead to the law so does that mean that                                          
the unsaved are still under the law and                                         
God is still holding their sins against                                         
them let's go here to Galatians chapter                                         
2 verse 19 once again I'm I'm a mouth                                           
short so I have a computer over here                                            
keep reaching - we'll get that to fix                                           
one of these days here but I think the                                          
point of view that Manuel brings about                                          
is a very common evangelical even                                               
fundamentalist point of view that only                                          
when we are saved are we then free from                                         
the law so the question here is                                                 
Galatians 2:19 says we are dead to the                                          
law so does that mean that the unsaved                                          
are still under the law I want to                                               
question the assumptions on it but let's                                        
read Galatians 2:19 first it says for I                                         
through the law and dead to                                                     
law that I might live unto God now he is                                        
giving his personal experience there I                                          
through the law am dead to the law                                              
now what he are you dead to the law                                             
through the law what is it about Paul                                           
here is the I what is it about his                                              
experience that makes him to be dead to                                         
the law through the law in the context                                          



of the book of Galatians he talks about                                         
the curse of the law and the curse of                                           
the law when you read it again closely                                          
in its context in Galatians the curse of                                        
the law is not doing the whole thing the                                        
law demands that you deal with the whole                                        
thing                                                                           
the law kind of like my discussion                                              
earlier will not allow you to divide it                                         
into a trichotomy which of course is                                            
what all of coming down from catholic                                           
catholicism into Protestantism and                                              
especially the Protestants and then the                                         
evangelicals adopted it because this is                                         
what evangelicals do and then they                                              
repeat it a bunch of time probably want                                         
a cracker and so the common approach to                                         
the law is to divide it out and say it's                                        
the moral law it's the ceremonial law                                           
it's the civil law but the law demands                                          
you take all of me I am a unified whole                                         
whoever denies even one of the least of                                         
these my Commandments I will you know                                           
better for him to be cast into the sea                                          
you break one part of the law you broke                                         
the entire law this is so clear in the                                          
scripture and yet the Protestants in the                                        
avenge and avenge Eliquis don't care                                            
they'd rather go with their mantra and                                          
just keep repeating repeating repeating                                         
repeating repeating repeating because if                                        
they if they quit repeating they're                                             
actually gonna have to read the Bible my                                        
goodness now the so so Paul here says I                                         
through the law and dead                                                        
to the law so what he says is I don't                                           
keep the whole wall and because I don't                                         
keep the whole law through the law                                              
itself I'm dead to the law the law can't                                        
help me anymore the law won't help me                                           
anymore the law if you know if I'm on                                           
fire it's not gonna spit on me try to                                           
put me out the law is done with me I am                                         
dead to the law through the law now that                                        
was an argument that really related to                                          
him and his generation and specifically                                         
to the Galatian argument of the                                                 
Judaizers the Judaizers were coming and                                         
saying oh yeah you can be free from the                                         
law except you have to be circumcised                                           
this one thing in the law that you have                                         
to do and in the context of the argument                                        
is you can't just choose one                                                    
Sabbatarians you've got to choose the                                           
whole thing if you're going to choose it                                        
so that context I think doesn't then                                            
carry over into our context of salvation                                        
and who is under the law now in other                                           
places we see passages about how in fact                                        
we could go to I suppose Galatians                                              
chapter 4 verse 4 when the fullness of                                          
time was come God sent forth his own son                                        



made of a woman made under the law to                                           
redeem them that were under the law okay                                        
who is them that were under the law we                                          
could say as evangelicalism wants to do                                         
why that's all of the lost people they                                          
are under the law but this them that                                            
were under the law if we go let me see                                          
if I can find it in the book of Romans                                          
it talks about Paul comes along and he                                          
says I speak here we go Romans chapters                                         
and verse one is what we're looking at                                          
he says know ye not brethren for I speak                                        
to them that know the law how that the                                          
law hath dominion okay to them that know                                        
the law in another place in the book of                                         
Romans he just says I speak to those                                            
under the law those under the law were                                          
always just the Jewish nation I've said                                         
a number of times before the Egyptians                                          
were not under the law the the                                                  
Babylonians were not under the law the                                          
law was the law for the nation of Israel                                        
that means that lost people in San                                              
Antonio Texas are not under the law as a                                        
matter of fact they have never been                                             
under the law so the question we are                                            
dead to the law does that mean that the                                         
unsaved people are still to the law I                                           
would question that assumptions I I                                             
think that is a one of those it does not                                        
follow kind of thing a non-sequitur                                             
that we certainly are free from the law                                         
but it does not follow that unsaved                                             
people are still under the law and that                                         
God is holding their sins against them                                          
the truth is the law itself is dead the                                         
law itself has no strength today the                                            
truth is that nobody is under the law                                           
this is the mistake that Ray Comfort                                            
makes in his evangelism approach is he                                          
makes the mistake of saying everybody's                                         
under the law until you're saved and                                            
once you're saved then you're not under                                         
the law anymore and he says the purpose                                         
of the law is to get you to realize that                                        
you can't do it therefore you need to                                           
live according to the law to realize you                                        
can't live according to the law so that                                         
you'll be saved it's a very convoluted                                          
approach and very unbiblical approach I                                         
believe through it and an approach that                                         
simply doesn't work I can take you I                                            
would love to take you by the way to see                                        
the people who are who are living                                               
according to the law and it's not                                               
leading them to Jesus                                                           
let's go let's go visit the Orthodox                                            
just a little bit the Orthodox Jews                                             
living very strictly according to the                                           
law and they're not saying oh we can't                                          
do it we can't do it we need to save                                            
your all let's go to Jesus this is not                                          



happening                                                                       
if ray comforts approach was right we                                           
would expect great evangelistic harvests                                        
to be taking place in downtown Jerusalem                                        
but it's not happening or in places in                                          
Brooklyn for that matter it's not                                               
happening because that's not the                                                
scripture doesn't even claim that now                                           
what the scripture claims is that now                                           
that faith has come now that we're in                                           
this age of grace the law itself is dead                                        
so the law is dead for a lost person in                                         
sin our person dead in their sins the                                           
law is dead for a saved person                                                  
nobody's under the law today so God is                                          
not going to come to an unsaved person                                          
and say well you would have been saved                                          
but you didn't keep the Sabbath you                                             
would have been saved but you didn't you                                        
didn't keep kosher you would have been                                          
saved but you didn't tithe to the                                               
Levites you would have been saved but                                           
youth you know didn't whatever sacrifice                                        
your your ox after that sin no it                                               
doesn't say that those sins of the law                                          
are not being imputed against them as a                                         
matter of fact                                                                  
remember also in Romans and I think it's                                        
in Romans the fourth chapter that speaks                                        
about being imputed sins being imputed                                          
that let me back up here and the chapter                                        
5 Romans chapter 5 verse let's start in                                         
verse 13 which says until the law sin                                           
was in the world that is before the law                                         
up to the point of the law                                                      
sin was in the world but sin is not                                             
imputed when there is no law                                                    
nevertheless death reigned from Adam to                                         
Moses that is all of this period in                                             
which there was no law death reigned                                            
even though they were breaking the law                                          
there was no kosher laws there were no                                          
Sabbath laws there were no tithing laws                                         
there were no ceremonial laws said the                                          
laws sacrifice you know of moral laws                                           
none of that was there nevertheless                                             
death reigned so I think we today are                                           
much like those who are living prior to                                         
the age of the law let's go back here                                           
and look at verse 13 sin is not imputed                                         
when there is no law well we live in a                                          
day in which according to second earth                                          
in Chapter five God is not counting                                             
their trespasses against them so I think                                        
that says the same thing God is not                                             
counting sin is not imputed so the lost                                         
people of San Antonio God is not                                                
counting their sins against them now                                            
here is a mistake that people make that                                         
is another non sequitur it does not                                             
follow just because God is not counting                                         
their sins against them where sin is not                                        



imputed does not mean everybody goes to                                         
heaven Romans chapter 5 teaches this sin                                        
is not imputed when there is no law                                             
nevertheless death reigned you see you                                          
and I are separated from God and the                                            
eternal life that he provides regardless                                        
of whether not sin is being imputed on                                          
our account so when a lost person in San                                        
Antonio Texas dies and stands at the                                            
judgment seat it is not you didn't obey                                         
the tithing laws the kosher laws the                                            
tithing laws therefore you're going to                                          
hell it is rather what a sad note sin                                           
was not being counted against you but                                           
you never received the gift that was                                            
offered by grace through faith and                                              
there's this wonderful gift that's why                                          
we ought to be going to lost people not                                         
like Ray Comfort does and saying you                                            
know you're an adulterer you're a liar                                          
you're a cheat you're you leave you                                             
don't even tithe I don't know why why                                           
Ray Comfort doesn't bring that one up                                           
that's part of the law law too                                                  
you don't tithe you know Todd you're uh                                         
you're robbing from God yeah we don't                                           
have to do that because God is not                                              
counting their sins against them we can                                         
go and say I've got good news through                                           
and through                                                                     
good news completely and that is that                                           
God is not counting your sins against                                           
them against you but rather he's                                                
offering you a gift of eternal life he's                                        
offering you the gift of overcoming it                                          
death if you would like to receive that                                         
gift you do it by His grace you receive                                         
it through the door of faith trusting                                           
that God has through the death burial                                           
and resurrection of Jesus Christ has the                                        
ability to offer this to you would you                                          
like to receive it you know I have I                                            
have the mouth to offer you ten million                                         
dollars I just don't have the substance                                         
to offer you ten million dollars so I                                           
can mouth it all day long you you won't                                         
have faith in me if you come and I even                                         
write you a check to you know ten                                               
million dollars you'll never even take                                          
it to the bank because you know it's not                                        
gonna do anything you know it's just                                            
just worthless so you have no faith in                                          
that you have no faith in it the bank                                           
wouldn't have any faith in it so when we                                        
come to receive the gift of eternal life                                        
what we what we are saying is I have                                            
faith that God's actually able to offer                                         
such a gift that the what is what is in                                         
the account there is the completed work                                         
of Jesus Christ and I can trust in that                                         
so really I think we can get away from                                          
this matter I know this makes some                                              



people nervous to say it but we can get                                         
away from this matter of having to                                              
convict every                                                                   
one of their sins let's suppose that I                                          
come across a little of six-year-old                                            
girl who honestly is the sweetest thing                                         
that ever lived                                                                 
do I need to convince her what a                                                
wretched soul she really is no I don't                                          
need to convince her that I need to                                             
convince her what a wonderful Savior                                            
Jesus Christ really is and makes a                                              
complete difference in the way we share                                         
the good news I appreciate that so the                                          
bottom line is that nobody today is                                             
under the law the law can't do anything                                         
for anybody                                                                     
it's an old covenant that has as waned                                          
waned                                                                           
on its day is done and I appreciate that                                        
Michael says Randy did you lose your                                            
hair from trying to answer all those                                            
questions from the engineers in Katy                                            
Texas absolutely I did I love those                                             
engineers they help my theology but I'd                                         
rather be bald with good theology then                                          
have a wonderful head of hair but no                                            
good theology I didn't mean all the                                             
there's you know I should say that youth                                        
and good looks are fleeting                                                     
i I've noticed I have noticed that you                                          
know you see often it's that a funeral                                          
unfortunately and you see you know                                              
here's this old man you go to his                                               
funeral and they have pictures of him                                           
with when he was a young man and what                                           
you find out is that everyone used to be                                        
handsome every ever man used to be                                              
handsome he was you know fit handsome                                           
good-looking had a nice smile then we                                           
get old and bald and all those kind of                                          
things it happens you don't need a                                              
reason to live you need an African                                              
violet don't worry about it so thanks                                           
for your humorous question                                                      
they're knowing some of those engineers                                         
in Katy Texas okay                                                              
let's see we have a question that comes                                         
from Charles in Tulsa right born once                                           
died twice born twice died once well he                                         
Nick and Elijah have to return to the                                           
earth to die you know the scripture what                                        
is it in Hebrews as as appointed unto                                           
man wants to die and after that the the                                         
judgment and Enoch and Elijah far as we                                         
know are the only two that did not have                                         
a physical death                                                                
Enoch of course was translated as we                                            
often say and Elijah had the chariot                                            
that came down to get him                                                       
and so that saying came about which is                                          
almost a biblical saying it's not a                                             



biblical quote but born once died twice                                         
that is if you're just born physically                                          
you die your physical death and the                                             
second death born twice died once that                                          
is the use evangelical terminology if                                           
you're born once born again then you                                            
only die once you don't have the second                                         
death you're removed from the second                                            
death as we see in the book of                                                  
Revelation chapter 2 now let's let's                                            
just go with that and not argue the the                                         
technicalities on that because in                                               
general that is it's a very good                                                
statement so Enoch was born once and                                            
didn't die at all Elijah was born once                                          
didn't die at all I read an article just                                        
yesterday from free grace advocate and                                          
normally for grace and dispensationalism                                        
are intimately linked I stole that from                                         
the title called free grace and                                                 
dispensationalism intimately linked by                                          
grant Holly published by dispensational                                         
publishing but the free grace movement                                          
has a much lighter dispensationalism                                            
they                                                                            
focus much on their dispensationalism                                           
and so often when when it comes down to                                         
the details the free grace and the                                              
dispensationalist might not be in the                                           
same place if you went to a free grace                                          
meeting you very much probably will                                             
agree with them on what they teach about                                        
salvation you might not agree with him                                          
on a lot of other things that they teach                                        
so nonetheless I was reading an article                                         
yesterday by a free grace teacher and                                           
advocate and he was saying that                                                 
salvation by grace through faith started                                        
with Adam so he would have said well                                            
Enoch was born again and Elijah were                                            
born again when they trusted in the Lord                                        
and clearly they did trust in the Lord                                          
they received salvation just like we                                            
have it that were justification just                                            
like we have it they were born again I                                          
would disagree with all of that but                                             
nonetheless again that's the devil in                                           
the details and then the last Enoch and                                         
Elijah never died does the Bible say                                            
that they have to die again we usually                                          
go from the Hebrew Scripture it's                                               
appointed unto man once to die and after                                        
that the the judgment I think that we                                           
don't always follow this all the way                                            
through because let's consider a couple                                         
of things here first of all let's take                                          
those in the rapture for example we who                                         
are alive and remain shall be caught up                                         
together with them in the air physically                                        
we will be caught up together with him                                          
in the air we'll meet the Lord will                                             
forever be with him there's never a                                             



death there so those who are raptured                                           
don't have to come back to earth and die                                        
so therefore I think we have to say that                                        
it is generally true that a man's gonna                                         
die once and after that the judgment                                            
what happened to Lazarus for example                                            
truth is we don't know but did Lazarus                                          
go on to you know live a more years and                                         
then die again so he was maybe we could                                         
even say born twice died twice he was                                           
born                                                                            
he was born again personally that is                                            
saved and he died twice as far as we                                            
know there's nothing to give us                                                 
indication that he's still alive today                                          
or that you know he's that he was                                               
raptured up sometime into heaven no                                             
indication of that at all or those who                                          
were raised at the at the time of the                                           
crucifixion presumably they went back                                           
and died I don't know what's would just                                         
have to speculate on all of that but                                            
even if you go into the Old Testament                                           
Scriptures or just go from the prophetic                                        
scriptures you have at the second coming                                        
the Jews who are alive that day and who                                         
are assured into the kingdom they never                                         
die so there's lots of examples I think                                         
you can give of the scripture to say                                            
death is not necessarily required death                                         
is the is what reigns over life right                                           
now nevertheless death reigned and it                                           
does rain over life right now but some                                          
day it is not going to be because he has                                        
become Lord of the Dead and of the                                              
living and in romans 14:9 i believe that                                        
is so I don't think they have to return                                         
to the earth and die now if they do this                                        
is where the argument comes in that                                             
Enoch and Elijah are the the two                                                
witnesses because some some put this                                            
together saying Enoch never died Elijah                                         
never died it's appointed unto man wants                                        
to die therefore they've got to come                                            
back and they've got to die again I can                                         
see the logic of how they got there but                                         
the logic of the argument is not not the                                        
means of which you should judge an                                              
argument you should judge an argument                                           
based upon the the Assumption the                                               
foundation of the argument and I think                                          
the foundation of that argument that                                            
Enoch and Elijah have to come back and                                          
they have to die again or I have to die                                         
for the first time excuse me that                                               
assumption is that every person must die                                        
I just don't know what that argument                                            
does with those in the rapture or those                                         
of the second coming who happened to be                                         
alive and they don't die so that                                                
somewhere along the path that argument                                          
falls apart or you you have to say that                                         



you know during this time it's appointed                                        
unto man wants to die including Enoch                                           
and Elijah but at that time it's no                                             
longer appointed unto man wants to die                                          
but either way you're you're adding to                                          
what that scripture says now how are you                                        
adding to it you're adding to it                                                
contextually and that's that's where I                                          
get to say contextually I think that                                            
verse speaks about the common experience                                        
of about 10 billion people who have ever                                        
lived that have already died that it's                                          
appointed unto man once to die after                                            
that is the judgment hope I hope I shed                                         
some light on that Charles thanks for                                           
the question from Tulsa appreciate that                                         
and we have let's see Michael has a                                             
question Micah Hall has a question                                              
somewhat along the same line is the body                                        
spirit and soul Michael says what                                               
becomes of a baby or toddler soul as                                            
compared to an adult soul and how do                                            
they interact when in heaven you know in                                        
fact we can flip this on the other end                                          
what about a very old soul that is                                              
physically anyway and even mentally has                                         
come to the place where they're they're                                         
not there anymore so you know dude does                                         
everybody become thirty-three years old                                         
I say thirty-three years old because I                                          
don't know it just seems like you're                                            
sort of at the the peak of your                                                 
existence and it's the 33 year old                                              
that's always fit and good-looking right                                        
so does everybody become thirty-three                                           
years old thirty years old maybe where                                          
you                                                                             
and in the Jewish mind enter into                                               
maturity what is what is that so you                                            
know I'm not sure clearly we can't fully                                        
answer the question because the                                                 
scripture doesn't do it but I think that                                        
we can say that the Lord outside of our                                         
timetable outside of our chronology the                                         
Lord is transcendent and thus he sees                                           
Randy white in the totality not Randy                                           
white as the baby not Randy white as the                                        
boy not Randy white as the young man who                                        
had hair not Randy white as the                                                 
middle-aged preacher not Randy white as                                         
whatever Randy white he sees the whole                                          
picture now somehow I would presume but                                         
question the presumptions in this case                                          
somehow I would presume that all of that                                        
collectively comes together even the                                            
body as we think about it where is that                                         
going to be Paul talks in first                                                 
Corinthians 15 about the resurrection of                                        
the body and and refers to it like a                                            
seed and of course a seed we know that                                          
you plant let's say a watermelon seed                                           
and you do get watermelon seeds but in a                                        



very different form you plant what you                                          
pick looks a lot different than what you                                        
planted and Paul uses that in to to give                                        
us a picture of the resurrected body I                                          
think to say you ain't seen nothing yet                                         
you are going to get something that you                                         
can see how the connection was you can                                          
you can find the connection between                                             
watermelon and a watermelon seed but                                            
you're going to look at it and say I                                            
would much rather have the watermelon                                           
than the watermelon seed and so I think                                         
in that way we have to say somehow we                                           
become the fullness of what we are or                                           
were created to to be the fullness of                                           
our potential and we become all of that                                         
so there is a baby or a toddler or                                              
unfortunately in the United States today                                        
because of liberalism in the early 1970s                                        
generally and because of the Democratic                                         
Party's agenda today there are millions                                         
and millions and millions of aborted                                            
babies what do they become when they're                                         
boarded there there's precious little                                           
baby that could fit literally in the                                            
palm of your hand when they go out and                                          
kill those little babies but what is                                            
that little baby going to be in heaven                                          
of course the Democrats don't believe in                                        
heaven or hell anyway and so it's                                               
nothing to them it's just a little chunk                                        
of meat and that's what you are to and                                          
they'll do away with you because life                                           
has no eternal nature to it and this by                                         
the way I think is the essence of                                               
abortion that's not on your question but                                        
it is the essence of abortion is does                                           
life have eternal nature if it doesn't                                          
have eternal nature then you use it only                                        
for convenience sake only for what it                                           
can produce and if you're a socialist                                           
like a number of young people today and                                         
old men that should know better and                                             
should get a haircut but but but they                                           
view life socially and therefore whether                                        
Randy white lives or dies has no eternal                                        
consequence it's just what is best for                                          
society what makes society better so                                            
they will do away with me and with you                                          
just like they'll do away with that                                             
board at bay because we're nothing but a                                        
chunk of breathin meat and get rid of it                                        
if it's not good for society then we                                            
don't need it that is the absolute evil                                         
of socialism and let me just say it                                             
Bernie Sanders is evil that's all he is                                         
he's evil he's bringing an evil agenda                                          
he is part he's a fake part of an evil                                          
party I don't know why the Democrats                                            
don't say who are you Johnny come lately                                        
you've not even been with us get in I                                           
hear did they talk about how                                                    



you know he's the Democratic Party's                                            
stealin the nomination from him well                                            
he's never been a Democrat he's a                                               
communist I mean go back all the way                                            
through his life that's what he is                                              
Bernie Sanders is evil those of you in                                          
Michigan I just say that today you're                                           
probably not if you're listening to me                                          
you're probably not voting Democratic                                           
anyway but a lot of you have primaries                                          
today                                                                           
don't you dare vote for Bernie Sanders                                          
he is an evil man and for that matter I                                         
don't think you'd get much better in the                                        
Democratic Party but how did we get to                                          
that from your question so this body                                            
soul and spirit of a baby or a toddler                                          
an aborted baby or a man or a woman                                             
who's you know well into their 90's and                                         
have lost their mental capacities and in                                        
most cases their physical capacities as                                         
well                                                                            
what are they created into a watermelon                                         
something wonderful beautiful complete                                          
is what they're completed into and I                                            
would say they have their body they have                                        
their spirit they have their soul which                                         
can't be separated those have to be                                             
together as a as a unified whole they                                           
can't completely be separated and                                               
obviously you know we can we can focus                                          
on that message why Paul talks about                                            
don't walk in the flesh but walk in the                                         
spirit so when I say you've got to take                                         
it as a unified whole I think that you                                          
know clearly there's degrees in which                                           
you can focus on the flesh or you can                                           
focus on the spirit and there's the the                                         
need to do so through all of that                                               
carrying all that out I appreciate your                                         
from the quadfather on youtube I believe                                        
if we go to second Thessalonians chapter                                        
2 verses 1 through 4 I know he's                                                
speaking of the rapture it sounds like a                                        
pre-trib rapture without offering a                                             
yearbook without offering a yearbook                                            
could I get your opinion on those verses                                        
you come to the wrong place                                                     
me nah yeah I give the whole load every                                         
time there's no such thing as a short                                           
answer but let's see here second                                                
Thessalonians chapter 2 might I say that                                        
I had a little discussion with my                                               
son-in-law just last week you know                                              
they're expecting the baby - I'm                                                
expecting two grandchildren before the                                          
month is out Nathan's at home on baby                                           
watch right now and Hannah's going to be                                        
soon so two little girls coming into my                                         
family but I was having a discussion                                            
with my son-in-law about first and                                              
second Thessalonians and the fact that                                          



strangely enough I have not done a                                              
verse-by-verse study of these and I need                                        
to because there's some assumptions I                                           
think I built in - 1st or 2nd                                                   
Thessalonians that maybe don't belong                                           
there even when you're the 54 year old                                          
pastor who keeps talking about                                                  
questioning assumptions you still got                                           
assumptions to question but 2nd                                                 
Thessalonians chapter 2 says I beseech                                          
you brethren by the coming of our Lord                                          
Jesus Christ and our gathering together                                         
with him now the question here is the                                           
the big debate of course is is this the                                         
rapture or is this the second coming                                            
now the quadfather says and I agree with                                        
him that this is speaking of the rapture                                        
and says that ye be not you'd be not                                            
soon shaken in mind or troubled neither                                         
by spirit nor by word nor by letter as                                          
from us that the day of Christ is at                                            
hand now what you have here I think                                             
again I agree with the quadfather that                                          
looks like a pre-tribulational rapture                                          
because of what he's saying is hey our                                          
gathering together that's the rapture I                                         
don't want you to be shaken nor troubled                                        
neither by spirit nor by word nor by                                            
letter from us the                                                              
the day of Christ is at hand that is to                                         
say that we are in the time of judgment                                         
and we have not yet been raptured and                                           
the reason he is writing is to say that                                         
you got a letter as if from us that said                                        
the day of Christ is at hand and you're                                         
saying oh my goodness but we haven't                                            
been raptured and the day of Christ is a                                        
day of darkness a day of judgment and                                           
we're still here and they are going to                                          
be shaken in mind and troubled according                                        
to verse 2 if they find out Paul here is                                        
actually saying oops I was wrong sorry                                          
we're actually going through the                                                
tribulation it's here better get you                                            
some green beans folks because we're not                                        
gonna be able to buy stuff and just a                                           
short order now Paul says don't believe                                         
that luck that spirit or word or letter                                         
as from us not from us but as from us he                                        
goes on to say let no man deceive you by                                        
any means for that day shall not come                                           
now do want you to notice that this                                             
therefore not in the Greek but I think                                          
it's I think it's appropriate to                                                
insertion to make the English work here                                         
let no man deceive you by any means for                                         
except there come a falling away first                                          
and that man of sin be revealed the son                                         
of perdition who opposeth and exalteth                                          
himself above all that is called God or                                         
that is worshipped so that he as God                                            
sitteth in the temple of God showing                                            



himself that He is God that is to say                                           
that the day of Christ doesn't come                                             
until there is a falling away and the                                           
revealing of the son of perdition now                                           
that I think again speaks to a                                                  
pre-tribulational rapture                                                       
the day of Christ comes after the                                               
tribulation and the day of Christ that                                          
day does not come until there has been                                          
Paul says here a falling away and a the                                         
revelation of the son of perdition that                                         
is the Antichrist who will exalteth                                             
himself above all that is called God and                                        
in order to be worshipped so what he                                            
says is you can't have the day of Christ                                        
until you have those two things we're                                           
not having those two things we're not in                                        
the midst of those two things is what he                                        
says so I do think it argues for a                                              
pre-tribulation rapture in fact when I                                          
studied that book closely let me                                                
recommend two books here when I studied                                         
that book closely that that those verses                                        
closely that really is what pushed me                                           
over to becoming a pre-tribulational                                            
premillennialists I used to be a                                                
historic prehung premillennialists a                                            
historic premillennialists is a prima                                           
Linnaeus who has that is they believed                                          
Christ is coming before the                                                     
establishment of the kingdom but the                                            
historic part is first of all a lie                                             
that's the term they want to use because                                        
they want to say our position is the                                            
historic position but they've not read I                                        
better make a three books now they've                                           
not read ancient dispensational truth by                                        
James C Morris that shows that's not the                                        
historic position at all the the                                                
so-called historic premillennial                                                
position is a post tribulation already                                          
millennial return that's where I was I                                          
was that because I was a parent now when                                        
I actually forced by engineers in Katy                                          
Texas read the scripture I became a                                             
pre-tribulation APRI millennialist so I                                         
have a little booklet called why I am a                                         
pre-tribulational premillennialists and                                         
you should be too the books not much                                            
longer than that but you should check it                                        
out I think you know five bucks or                                              
something like that you can get the                                             
little booklets up and it is second                                             
Thessalonians chapter 2 that pushed me                                          
over                                                                            
from historic free to pre                                                       
pre-tribulational now so that's you you                                         
should get that book why I'm a historic                                         
premillennial my excuse me why I'm a                                            
pre-tribulation or premillennialists and                                        
you should be too                                                               
and then this phrase right here in verse                                        



three that except there come a falling                                          
away get the book called the falling                                            
away or I believe it's just go falling                                          
away by dr. Andy woods and that book is                                         
also published by dispensational                                                
publishing and that book gives a very                                           
good argument that falling away                                                 
strangely enough is actually the rapture                                        
so that day will not come except there                                          
be a rapture first and the man of sin                                           
may be revealed though the word is                                              
Apple's let's see make sure I'm telling                                         
you right here a pistacia believe is the                                        
word and yes here we go Apple statio                                            
stasis is to stand a Poe is away from                                           
standing not standing there anymore so                                          
it could be translated as not standing                                          
because you fell down and fell down the                                         
hill like we normally think of apostasy                                         
but the word very much also can be ah                                           
he's not standing there because he's                                            
been snatched away from there it's a                                            
rapture and this short little booklet                                           
also dr. Andy woods fault the falling                                           
away a second look at second                                                    
Thessalonians chapter 2 verse 3 I                                               
believe is the subtitle both of those                                           
happen to be available at dispensational                                        
publishing and so yeah I think what                                             
you've got is a pre-tribulation rapture                                         
and some good proof of the                                                      
pre-tribulation rapture in the entire                                           
context of the second Thessalonians                                             
thank you                                                                       
quadfather for that question and Curtis                                         
on Facebook in light of romans 3 to do                                          
you                                                                             
IVA that Luke was a Gentile let's go to                                         
Romans chapter 3 verse 2 much every way                                         
chiefly because unto them were committed                                        
the Oracles of God I do not believe that                                        
Luke was a Gentile most evangelicals                                            
believe that Luke was a Gentile most                                            
fundamentalist even would teach that                                            
Luke was a Gentile I think that all of                                          
the biblical writers were Jews and of                                           
course Luke wrote the Book of Luke and                                          
the Gospel of Luke and the book of Acts                                         
and unto them were committed the Oracles                                        
of God I think that's just one degree of                                        
evidence that Luke was actually Jewish I                                        
think it's a pretty strong argument                                             
right there that the book of Luke and                                           
the book of Acts are the Oracles of God                                         
if you will and therefore they must be                                          
received through the Jewish people or                                           
through a Jewish pin if you will and                                            
there's a number of other arguments that                                        
are given now if you just go out there                                          
in the standard again evangelical world                                         
poly is going to tell you Luke was a                                            
Gentile how do I know that Luke was a                                           



Gentile why because I read in a book                                            
that Luke was a Gentile he's definitely                                         
there for a Gentile question the                                                
assumptions on that I don't think Luke                                          
was a Gentile I I don't see even in the                                         
in the book of Acts as Luke is following                                        
along with Paul no evidence at all that                                         
he is a Gentile in the preambles that                                           
are given both in Luke and acts some                                            
people read into that just because it                                           
says Theophilus the dough therefore he's                                        
you know he's writing to a Gentile and                                          
he was a Gentile there's so much ice of                                         
Jesus and that Luke was a Gentile kind                                          
of thing so I'm not sure what Curtis is                                         
point of view is on this but I for one                                          
discount or disregard I even should say                                         
the the fact of Luke being a Gentile I                                          
think that Luke was Jewish                                                      
in that so I appreciate that question                                           
that comes there Luke the Jewish author                                         
so we have this book 50% off that's                                             
cheaper than the wholesalers get it and                                         
that makes it like six dollars and fifty                                        
cents I think and really interesting                                            
stuff and you know the coronavirus is                                           
gonna kill us all day after tomorrow and                                        
so go ahead and get a book and you know                                         
have something to read you may be the                                           
only person alive well read read a book                                         
be some good things right I still think                                         
it's all a hoax by the way and I                                                
wouldn't worry about that                                                       
so probably you could go ahead and sign                                         
up to meet us in September in Branson by                                        
then the corona virus hoaxes will be                                            
ancient history and as a matter of fact                                         
why don't you go ahead and sign up for                                          
Israel you know right now because the                                           
airlines are hurting because of this                                            
hoax I can get you fully refundable                                             
tickets so if I turn out to be wrong on                                         
this and you can't go to Israel come                                            
December no problem you get your money                                          
back                                                                            
it's not an issue and if if it all goes                                         
ways I think it's going to be then you                                          
will have a marvelous trip to Israel                                            
December 1st through the 10th would love                                        
to see you at Branson and Israel catch                                          
that book all the other books and again                                         
I think by later today                                                          
the mugs will be up the mugs are already                                        
there except I don't think that they're                                         
already there how's that for a confusing                                        
statement but let's see I think if you                                          
go to our website and you click the shop                                        
button and if you just scroll down far                                          
enough you may have to go through                                               
several pages here to get there you                                             
could probably do a search oh there we                                          
go to rightly dividing mugs that's the                                          



page it's gonna be at the same page                                             
you want to go to but later today you'll                                        
have the options to have all jutsu to                                           
pick two of the three why do I sell them                                        
too by the way                                                                  
I'll tell you why because postage itself                                        
is about ten bucks to send one and my                                           
cost on these is about six bucks that                                           
means sixteen dollars for a mug nobody                                          
wants to pay sixteen dollars for a mug                                          
right but postage on two of them is the                                         
same as one of them so I can stick two                                          
of men make it a little bit better                                              
bargain yeah there are expensive mugs                                           
but where else can you get one right you                                        
don't need a reason to live you need an                                         
African violet then good be with you                                            
today I look forward to seeing you                                              
tomorrow both for Bible study in the                                            
evening and the book of John and for of                                         
course our ask the theologian 10:00 a.m.                                        
mountain times been wonderful to be with                                        
you go get an African violet we'll see                                          
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


